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When you need to be reliable, 
you need network security you can rely on.
An industry-redefining solution to an age-old software problem.
REQUEST A DEMO

But Software is 
 Never Secure!
Our hardware quickly and easily solves your three biggest security problems:

HACKING

Any code can - by definition - can be re-written. But with hardsec, security is built-in on day one, and is unchangeable forever.


NEVER ENDING MAINTENANCE
Solutions are often difficult to install and maintain, require long downtimes, and are unable to protect legacy equipment with untrained personnel. Our hardware delivers instant protection on top of your network, with no downtime, no maintenance and no updates, ever.


FUTURE PROOFING

Powerful quantum computing will soon be able to overpower software and threaten long term security. Luckily, our security platform goes beyond industry best practices: we redefine them to be quantum-compute resistant.



WHY HARDSEC


[image: ]Forget Software.
You need the next generation of protection.
Q-Net Security hardware eliminates cyber risks. Period. No breaches. No risk of decryption.
                  Our patented Q-Box simply drops in front of any existing endpoints and isolates the computer from the untrusted network. From that moment on, it provides quantum-resistant, top-secret standard, end-to-end encryption and authentication. No maintenance or updates required. Easy!
EXPLORE PRODUCTS




THE EASIEST WAY TO SECURE YOUR NETWORK
NO PATCHES, NO BREACHES, NO CERTIFICATES. The Q-Box can drop into your existing network without alteration. No matter which operating system or how old the network, Q-Box makes it secure. Best of all, because the Q-Box does not run any software, it never needs an update. We keep the network headers intact, which means no configuration, no complex certificate management, and most importantly, no risk of decryption.

KEY

SOFTWARE IS NEVER SECURE
All software can be re-written. That’s why traditional software-based approaches to network security will always be flawed. Even the most robust software companies must release ongoing patches to keep up with clever hackers and evolving threats. 

              Hardsec is different. The plug-and-play Q-Box intercepts all network traffic, encrypting every single packet with a new AES-256 key. At the core of our products is a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device which runs no software – so it can never be remotely hacked. That’s why our hardware-based security is provably secure-not just secure “on average” or “statistically-speaking”. 
              
DIVE DEEPER

[image: ]ABSOLUTE SECURITY WHERE YOU NEED IT MOST
Q-Networks are the strongest solution on the market, providing network security that exceeds industry best practices. Whether you’re protecting critical infrastructure, securing customer privacy, or simply can’t afford downtime, Q-Net technology is designed for you.
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... After carrying out the tests contemplated within this document, it can be concluded that the tool complies with the functionality it offers. The encryption added to data transmission between the protected points is of great power and after all the tests were carried out by the participating team, the device could not be breached and remained invisible (i.e., no information could about it could be obtained). 

International Telecom Executive
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The configuration and administration of this solution is quite simple in striking contrast to the strength that it brings to operations. As a final consideration, Q-Net is an effective and powerful tool that has multiple deployment use cases in client environments.

International Telecom Executive
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Q-Net evaluate[d] uniquely and favorably, and reporting require[d] a separate section.

USCYBERCOM
Exercise Chief
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The gear we have in place at the plant is still operational and has been working properly without issue.

Major US Utility
Senior Network Administrator
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Q-Net Security is installed as a part of our reference architecture especially distributed renewables … and a good solution for handling grid-edge systems.

Power Industry Consortium
Principal Cybersecurity Manager
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TRANSFORM YOUR NETWORK FROM VULNERABLE TO 
IMPENETRABLE
SECURITY CAN BE SIMPLE.
Contact us for a live demo (remote or in-person), or schedule a no-obligation proof-of-concept/pilot for your business.
CONTACT US
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STAY CONNECTED 
Sign up to receive product news & updates
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